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We study the potential, scattering, and spectral theory associated with 
boundary value problems for the Laplacian on domains which are perturbed 
in very irregular fashions. Of particular interest are problems in which a 
“thin” set is deleted and the behavior of the Laplace operator changes very 
little, and problems where many tiny domains are deleted. In the latter case 
the “clouds” of tiny obstacles may tend to disappear, to solidify, or to produce 
an intermediate effect, depending on the relative numbers and sizes of the tiny 
domains. These phenomena vary according to the specific boundary value 
problem and in many cases their behavior is contrary to crude intuitive guesses. 
INTRODUCTION 
In many situations one studies the behavior of elliptic boundary 
value problems defined on domains which in some sense are approxi- 
matedbysimpler domains, and it is of interest toknow whenthe different 
domains yield solutions which are close. The usual techniques for 
such problems are power series expansions, e.g., the Hadamard 
variational formula, or methods related to the direct method of the 
calculus of variations (see [S, 41). For these methods to work the 
domains must be approximated in some smooth sense. We study 
situations where physically the approximation is reasonable but it is 
not smooth. To give the flavor of the results we describe two problems. 
The Fireman’s Pole Problem. Let Sz be a bounded open set in IP 
with some small degree of regularity. Let Q, be A2 with a cylinder of 
of radius l/n removed. We think of Q as the interior of a firehouse and 
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Q, as the firehouse with one fireman’s pole. The physical interest is 
that the presence of the pole does not affect, to any large extent, the 
propagation of sound, or heat, in the firehouse. 
This is proven by considering the Laplacian, d on 52 and Q, 
(which we write A,) with domain defined by Dirichlet on Neumann 
boundary conditions and proving that as n -+ CO the resolvents of A, 
converge to the resolvent of d (e.g., Lemma 1.1). We show that this 
is strong enough to justify the statements made above about sound and 
heat propagation. A similar problem can be formulated for exterior 
domains with a fireman’s pole, in which case it is also interesting to 
study the convergence as n -+ 00 of the wave and scattering operators. 
This we do in Section 5. 
The Crushed Ice Problem. With Sz as above, let Q, be 8 with n 
closed balls, of radius r, , removed. We suppose Y, -+ 0 as n -+ 03, 
and we suppose the balls are evenly spaced in some subregion Q’ C 52. 
The question is how fast must r, decrease in order to render the balls 
negligible and when this condition fails, what happens. A physical 
problem which this would model is the flow of heat in Q, , where the 
balls are little coolers maintained at temperature zero. Crude guesses 
might be that the rate of cooling grows unless the volume (4/3)vrnr,3 -+ 
0, or that the total surface area 4xnr,2 is the critical parameter. This 
is not correct; it is nr, that determines the behavior. If nr, -+ 0 then 
the balls are negligible in the limit in the same sense as for the 
fireman’s pole (Theor. 4.2). If nr, --f co then the behavior of heat in 
tin, converges to the behavior for the region .Q - Q’, so the cloud of 
balls appears to be solid (Theor. 4.4). Such phenomena are also 
common everyday experience where the atomic nature of matter is 
not easily observable. The borderline case where nr, is bounded 
seems to be quite delicate. If the balls are placed so that in the limit of 
number of balls n, in any open set U C 9 is given by l/r, JU p(x) dx 
then A, converges to A - 27rp for “most” placements. The method 
of proof is probabilistic and, unfortunately, does not yield conditions 
of convergence for any specific placement. A stimulating lecture of 
M. Kac contributed to our interest in this problem and the methods of 
Section 6 were inspired by his paper [6]. As in the case of the fireman’s 
pole problem questions related to scattering for these obstacles are 
discussed in Section 5. 
Our basic method of proof is indirect and was inspired by a lecture 
of Tom Beale at the 1973 CMBS conference on scattering theory at 
Buffalo. 
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1. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM ON CONVERGING DOMAINS 
In order to treat domains Sz C [w” which lack strong regularity 
properties we will treat the Laplacian wirh Dirichlet boundary 
conditions on aQ by using the theory of quadratic forms. Suppose .Q 
is an open set in [Wm. Then d is the self-adjoint operator on L2(Q) 
defined by the quadratic form, 
a(u, V) = - 
s 
grad u . grad ZJ LB(a) = C,q2). 
The general theory asserts that .9((-d)1/2) is the closure of Corn(Q) 
in the norm /I u /ILz(a) + (a(~, u))li2. This is the Sobolev space &i(Q). 
In addition u G 9(d) and du = f is equivalent to u E fii(Q) and 
This defines a nonpositive self-adjoint operator on Sz. Thus a(d), 
its spectrum, lies on the negative real axis. 
We define here one basic notion of convergence of domains 1;2, to 0, 
and we study convergence of A, , the Laplacian on Sz, with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, to A. 
DEFINITION. Q)n converges metrically to 52 if for any compact set 
K C B (respectively, K C @) we have K C Q, (respectively, 
K C Gnc) if n is sufficiently large. 
A special case of metrical convergence is 1;2, increasing to Q = 
UiL fi?t * 
The theorems we shall prove require, for our proof, a mild regularity 
assumption on Q, which is the following. 
(I) Z?r(Q) is exactly the set of distributions u E Hi(EP) with 
supp 2.4 c Q. 
Many sufficient conditions for (I) to hold are known. For example, 
if .@ has the restricted cone property [l, p. 1 l] then (I) is satisfied. 
To prove this merely regularize by a kernel with support in the 
appropriate cone. 
In the interesting case of Sz, C Q, this assumption will be un- 
necessary. 
We define the cut off Pn:L2(sZ) + L2(Q,) by setting P,u = u on 
Q n Q2,, P,u = 0 on the complement of 0 n ~2,. As a general 
convention, we regard elements of L2(sZ) and L2(sZ,) as elements of 
L2(W), set equal to 0 outside J2 and 0, , respectively. 
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LEMMA 1.1. If s2, converges to 1R metrically and J2 satisjies (I), 
then //(I - A,)-lP,u - (1 - A)-4 IIH~(R+q -+ 0 as n + co for a& 
u EL2(Q). 
Proof. Fix u ELM and let v,, = (1 - A,)-lP,u and v = 
(1 - vu. II v?z II ~262~) < ll(1 - 4Y I/ II P,u ILwq G II 24 h2) for 
all n and 11 v jlLqa) < I/ u IILqn) also. In addition, /I v, /Ii, = 
((1 - 4) vn ? v,)~* = (Pnu, vn) < I/ u (jfqa) with a similar estimate 
for v. Therefore {vn} is precompact in the weak topology of Hr(R”). 
If w is a weak limit point, suppose vmj + w, then for any 4 E C,m(Q) 
we have + E C,“‘(Q,) f or n large and a(vmj , 4) = (P,,u, +). Passing to 
the limit j + 00 we get a(w, q5) = (u, 4) so (1 - A)w = u in Q. It is 
also easy to see that supp w E Q so by (I) w E fii(Q) and we have shown 
that w = v. Therefore v, converges weakly to v in Hi(Rm). To com- 
plete the proof notice that II vfi /Ii, = (Plzu, vn) -+ (Pu, v) = I/ v /Ii,(am~ 
since P,u + u strongly in L2(Rm) and v, - v weakly in L2(Rm). 1 
Using Lemma 1.1 we can investigate the convergence of more 
general operators F(d,). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 0, Q, be as in Lemma 1 .l. If F is a bounded 
Bore1 function on the negative real axis which is continuous in a neigh- 
borhood of a(d), then for all u E L2(Q), F(d,) P,u + F(A)u in Le(Rm). 
Proof. The proof we use is not the most direct but it generalizes 
smoothly to the problems of Sections 5 and 6. It suffices to prove the 
theorem for real-valued F. Let r be the Banach space of continuous 
real-valued functions on (- CO, 0] which vanish at - CO and let o;I be 
the set of r E r for which the theorem is true. Q! is a subalgebra of r 
since for F, GE 0? we have F(d,) G(d,) P,u -F(d) G(d)u = 
[F(d,) P,G(d)u - F(d) G(d)u] + F(d,)[G(d,) P,u - P,G(rl)u]. The 
first term goes to zero because FE GZ and the second because G E a. 
GZ is clearly closed in r and Lemma 1.1 asserts that f (x) = (1 - x)-l 
is in r. Since f separates points of (- co, 01, the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem implies that GZ = r. 
If F is a bounded continuous function on (- co, 0] it suffices to 
show that F(d,) P,u -F(d) u f or all u in a dense subset of L2(Q), 
in particular for all v of the form exp(d)u. Now F(A,) P, exp(d)u = 
F(d,) exp(d,) P,u + F(d,)[P, exp(d)u - exp(d,) Pnu]. By the above 
result the first term converges to F(d) exp(d)u and the second to zero 
since exp(d,) P,u -+ exp(d)u. 
Finally suppose F is a bounded Bore1 function on (-co, 01, 
continuous on a neighborhood U of o(d). Choose two positive 
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continuous functions #r, #s on (- 00,0] with $r + $s = 1, supp #r C U 
and z,!J~ G 1 on a neighborhood of a(d). Then F(d,) P,u - 
(&F)(d,) P,u + (+#‘)(d,) P,u. &F is bounded and continuous so 
(z,!@‘)(d,) P, --t (Q)(d)u = F(d)u. On the other hand 
As applications of this theorem we first consider mixed problems 
for the wave and heat equations. The solution of 
w, = A,w in Q, , w = 0 on aQn 
with initial value w(0) ELM is &W(O). Therefore the fact that 
&‘mP,w(O) --f @w(O) shows that the solutions to the corresponding 
mixed problems converge as n --f co. Similar arguments yield 
convergence of solutions to Schrodinger’s equation; wt = iA,w in 
9, , w = 0 on aa, , which models the motion of a quantum mechanical 
particle confined, by an infinite potential barrier, to stay in L?, . 
For the wave equation, 
W tt = A,w in fin,, w = 0 on a52,, w>7l 
with w(0) = U, w,(O) = u prescribed, the solution is 
w(t) = [(-A,)-lj2 sin t(-A,)1/2]v + [cos t(-A,J1+, wn 
so the solutions to the wave equation converge in L2, given initial data 
in L2. 
However, for the wave equation there is a natural norm associated 
with the physical energy, a norm defined on pairs of functions (t) 
by the formula 
and the appropriate Hilbert space, E(Q), is the closure of 
Corn(Q) 0 L2Pn) in this norm. Note that if Sz C LI’, E(Q) C E(U), in 
particular E(Q) C E (iwm) f 
f%(Q) 0 L,G’n) f 
or all Sz. Another useful fact is that E(Q) = 
or b ounded domains. The solution to (1 .l)n. can be 
regarded as an operator lIJmt on E(1;2,) taking initial data (t) into the 
solution (~~~$. This operator is easily seen to be unitary, reflecting 
energy conservation for solutions to (1. l)n . 
580/18/I-3 
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What we would like to have is convergence of solutions to (1.1), in 
energy norm, as n -+ co, given (E) E E(Q). One problem here is that 
if we simply cut off on Q, , (2:) may fail to belong to E(9,). We will 
content ourselves with pro&g that Unt(t) -+ (t) in energy norm 
provided U, u are supported in all the regions Q, . The next lemma is 
the key tool. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 52, Q, , A, A, , F be as in Theorem 1.2. If u E COm(Q) 
and u E C,m(Qn,) for all n, then for all 7 E R 
(1 - AJTF(d,)U + (1 - A)TF(d)U in H*(LP). 
Proof. First since (1 - A,)lF(A,)u = (I - A,?-‘“F(A,)(l - A)% 
for K > 7, it suffices to prove that F(A,)u -+ F(A)u in Hr(KP). We 
already know the convergence is true in L2(Rm) and 
To show that F(A,) u converges weakly to F(A)u in HI(Rm) we need 
only show that for any weakly convergent subsequence Ovi = 
F(Anj) + v we must have v = F(A)u. Clearly supp v C D so v E H,(D), 
in addition for any # E C,m(Q) we have for j large (vi, +)n = 
(24 w&%,j . 
By Theorem 1.2 the right-hand side converges to (u, F(A)+) = 
(F(A)u, $), proving that (v, #) = (F(A)u, 4) so v = F(A)u. 
To complete the proof we show that /I F(A,)uJIH1(IWm)~(IF(A)u IIH1(w+. 
This follows since /I grad F(A,)u II2 = (F(A,) Au, F(A,)u) - (F(A)Au, 
F(A)4 = II gradF(& I/~~w) . I 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose 9, , Sz are as in Theorem I .2 and (t) E E(Q). 
If (E) C E(G)%) for n large then 
(1.3) 
The convergence is uniform on compact time intervals. 
Sketch of proof. By uniform boundedness it suffices to prove the 
theorem for (z) E Corn(Q) @ C,“(Q). For fixed t this is a simple 
consequence of Theorem 1.2, Lemma I .3, and (1.2)% . The uniformity 
follows since if the quantity in (1,2) is < E then it is < E for nearby t. 1 
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As a second sort of application we investigate the spectral properties 
of the operators il and d, . Let 1 C [w be a bounded open interval 
whose endpoints do not belong to o(d), and let 17 and 17, be the 
spectral projections of d and d, on this interval. Then rank17 = 
dim(range 17) is the number of eigenvalues of d in I, counted with 
multiplicities. 
THEOREM 1.5. With Q, 9, as in Theorem 1.2, and bounded we haae 
rank 17, = rank II, for n large. 
Proof. The proof consists of three steps: for n large, 
(i) rank I7,P, >, rank n, 
(ii) rankn, < rank17, 
(iii) range 17, = range 17,P, 
To prove (i), let ui ,..., Us be an orthonormal basis of the range of 17. 
By Theorem 1.2 we have 11 ITI,P,ui - ui llL2(am) < l/2 for n large. It 
follows that {17,P,ui)~==, is a linearly independent set, for n large, 
so (i) is established. 
To prove (ii), consider both range n% and range 17 as subsets of 
L2(IWm). If (ii) fails for arbitrarily large n we may assume, passing to a 
subsequence if necessary, that dim range IT, > dim range 17 for all n. 
Choose U, E range 17, with /I Us 1/L2(iWm) = 1 and z’, 1 range 17. Now 
range K, C WL) C ~,(QJ and I&v,, v,)l < M II v, lb(~) with 
M = sup,,{ 1 x I. Hence the v, form a bounded set in H,(W). Thus 
we may apply Rellich’s theorem to get a convergent subsequence 
v”n -+ ~1 in L2(W), with ZI E &r(Q), // ZI (ILz(n) = 1, and v _L range 17. 
We show that v E range 17, giving a contradiction. 
Theorem 1.2 implies that IlnP,v + flv in L2(IWm). In addition we 
have I/ II,P%o, - I7%P,v IILqRrn) < /I ~1, - v ljLqRm) -+ 0, so IlmPnvn + 
ITv in L2([Wm). However since V~ E range 17, C L2(Qn,), we have 
vn = Ilnvn = IlnPnvn + 17,(1 - P,) vu, , so v, + IIv. Hence v = 
ITv E range 17, and this contradiction establishes (ii). 
To prove (iii), we need the following facts. First, all eigenfunctions 
of d, are real analytic, so range 17, consists of real analytic functions 
on Q2, . Second, the decomposition Q, = IJz, Q,j (possibly N = co) 
of Sz, into its connected components yields a natural decomposition 
of L2(8,) which is preserved by d, . If A,,( is the Laplacian on Qni 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions we have A, = oi A,,i , and 
o(A,) = vi o(A,,J. The third fact is that for the eigenvalues X of 
A,,i we have the isoperimetric inequality --X >, C,(vol .Qn,i)-21m, 
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so if vol J&i is sufficiently small then d,,i has no spectrum in a fixed 
bounded interval I. Now, on with the proof. 
If (iii) were false, there would exist a nonzero z1 E range 17, with 
v 1 range IInP, . Thus for all u cL2(Q), we have 
0 = (ITnPnu, zl)LZ(fl,) = (P&, n,v) = (P,u, 21). 
Thus for all u with support in Q n Qn, we have (u, ~~~~~~~~ = 0, so 
v = 0 on Q n Sz, . Since v E range Lrn , it is real analytic on Q, , so 
v = 0 on any component of Q, which intersects 9. Chose E > 0 so 
that if vol Q,,% < E then all eigenvalues of & lie outside I. It 
follows that if v E range Lr, and v = 0 on all components of L?, of 
volume greater than E, then v = 0. Since Q, converges metrically 
to Q it follows that if n is sufficiently large then Sz must intersect 
every component of L?, whose volume is greater than E. Thus if n 
is large we conclude that u = 0. This establishes (iii). 1 
Remark. If one wishes to extend these results to equations with 
variable coefficients which are merely smooth, the well-known unique 
continuation principle for second-order elliptic operators will allow 
one to carry through an argument as given above. 
2. CONVERGENCE TO A DOMAIN LESS A SMALL PART 
In this section we discuss the same sort of problems as in Section 1 
except that Q, converges to L? - K where K is a closed subset of 9. 
An example is the Fireman’s pole problem, where Q, is Q less a thin 
cylinder, and K is a line. The criterion for smallness of K will be its 
Newtonian capacity, as defined in [3]. If K has capacity zero, it is 
called a polar set. 
LEMMA 2.1. K is a polar set if and only a, the only element of 
H-,(W) with support contained in K is the zero element. (Assume m > 3.) 
Proof. This lemma is probably familiar to many mathematicians, 
and a proof is essentially given in [3, p. 881; we will fill in the details 
from that argument. 
It K has positive capacity, so does some compact subset K, . Hence 
there is a measure p supported by K,, whose potential 
44Y) 
U(x) = J-& 1 x - y p-2 
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is bounded. Then (/ grad u /ltqrwm) = (du, u)@~ = (CL, u)Rrn < 00 SO 
UE#“‘, andp = du~H_i. 
On the other hand, if K is a polar set, Carleson shows that any 
compact subset K, of K is a removable set for the class of harmonic 
function with finite Dirichlet integral. If p E K, and supp p C K, 
then f = d-ip E Hi and is harmonic off K, . But if K,, is a set of 
removable singularities forf, then df = 0, so p = 0. 1 
The reader who is unfamiliar with potential theory can take the 
conclusion of the previous lemma as a definition of a polar set. In such 
a case, the following lemma is helpful. 
LEMMA. Suppose there exist functions #k E C,l(W) such that 
#k = 1 on a neighborhood of K, y!~~ + 0 inL2(Rm), and ($3 is bounded in 
H,(LV). Then K is a polar set. 
Proof. Suppose p E K, , supp TV C K, , a compact subset of K. 
We need (I*, 4) = 0 f or all 4 E C,,O”(R~). But (IL, 4) = (I,&, 4) = 
(CL> Ad) = (4% AC> - 0 since #Jo -+ 0 weakly in H1(Rm). 1 
EXAMPLE 1. A finite set of points is a polar set in [w” for m >, 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. A simple smooth arc is a polar set in [w” for m > 3. 
Proof. It is easy to see that being a closed polar set is a local 
property that is invariant under diffeomorphisms. Hence we need only 
consider a closed interval1 = {(xi , O,..., 0): -1 < xi < l} in Rm. Let 
f G Com(-2, 2) be identically 1 on [- $, $1, Let 
One easily verifies that the conditions of the previous lemma are 
satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 3. A compact smooth codimension 2 surface is polar 
in W. (Proof same as above.) 
EXAMPLE 4. A codimension 1 surface is not polar. In fact, surface 
measure on such a surface yields an element of H-, by the trace 
theorem. 
EXAMPLE 5. A polar set must have Lebesgue measure zero. Other- 
wise it has a compact subset of positive measure and the characteristic 
function of that set gives the desired element of H-, . 
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The preceding examples are all well known in potential theory. 
The reason for our interest in polar sets is contained in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let K be a closed polar subset of the bounded 
domain Q. Let A be the Laplacian on Q and A, the Laplacian on J2 - K, 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then (X - A)-1 = (h - A&l on 
L2(Q) = L2(Q - K), for h E ,,,(A) = p(A,). 
Proof. Given u E L2(Q), let p,, = (A - A)-lu and z~i = (A - A,)-% 
Let w = no - zli . Then w E H,(B) and supp(X - A)w C K. Since K 
is polar, this says (A - A)w = 0. Hence w = 0 if X E p(A). The other 
assertions of the proposition are very easy to prove. 1 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that Qn, converges metrically to Q\K and 
that either Q, C SZ\K or that Q satisfies assumption (I) of Section 1. If K 
is a polar set, then for any Bore1 function F bounded on the negative axis 
and continuous on a neighborhood of a(A), we have F(A,) P,u +F(A)u. 
in L2(Rm) for all u E L2(Q). 
Proof. In case Q, C Q\K the theorem is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 1.2, given the previous proposition. In the other case, 
we must establish analogues of Lemma 1. I. This done, the proof is the 
same as that of Theorem 1.2. The proof of Lemma 1.1 survives 
verbatim except for the proof that (1 - A)w = u. We get w E Z?i(Q) 
but only that (w, 4) - a(w, 4) = (u, 4) V$ E COm(Q\K). It follows that 
as a distribution # = (1 - A) w - u E K,(UP) and (supp t./ n !Z) C K. 
Since K is polar it follows that $ = 0 in Q. 1 
Theorem 2.3 combined with Example 2 of a polar set yields a 
solution of the fireman’s pole problem, in the case of Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. 
The direct analogue of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 carry over to the 
present situation. The details are left to the reader. 
3. GENERAL COERCIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we introduce the notions necessary to carry the 
previous analysis over to the case of more general boundary conditions. 
We shall define the self-adjoint extensions of the Laplacian by means 
of quadratic forms. 
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For complex-valued functions u (vector-valued functions can be 
handled similarly) let 
be a quadratic form such that 
R&4 4 = s, (WJ if 24, ~1 E Corn(Q). 
We suppose that ajk are constants. If a, is a domain in IJP, H,(sZ,) is 
the closure of the set of smooth functions, U, on Qn, with finite Hi norm 
Let B, be a closed linear subspace of H,(GQ such that fi,(QJ C B, C 
H,(Qn,). We make the following assumptions on the quadratic form 
hn(-, a): 
(i) ans(u, u) < 0 if u E H&Q, 
(ii) -aR,(U, 4 3 C, II u lliG,(nn) - C,’ II u l/hnn) , if@ E B, . 
The second of these is a coerciveness condition.It implies that the norm 
II 24 iI& = --a&4 4 + II * l12t2(c?n) (3.1) 
is equivalent to the Hr(Q,) norm. From now on we shall take (3.1) 
as the norm on B, . 
We define the negative self-adjoint operator Lf, as follows: u E G(d,) 
if and only if u E B, and there is ag EL~(SZ,) with ann(u,f) = (g,f)Lz(ra,) 
for allfe B,. In this case define d,u = g. See [8] for the details of 
this construction. 
If 52, is smooth, B, may be defined by some boundary condition, 
and then further boundary conditions, known as natural boundary 
conditions may arise to specify g(d,). For example, if each B, = 
H,(Q,), 9(d,) is said to satisfy Neumann-type boundary conditions. 
We shall take this as a definition even if Sz, is not smooth. Two 
examples of boundary value problems for the Laplacian acting on 
functions with values in R3 that arise in this fashion are, repectively, 
Exv = 0, div E = 0 on K?, , and B * v = 0, vx curl B = 0 on 852, , 
where v is the normal to aQR,. These are of interest because free 
electric and magnetic fields traveling in a region bounded by a perfect 
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conductor satisfy the wave equations ( l/c2)( a2/at2)E - AE = 0, 
(l/~“)(~~/~t~)B - AB = 0, and the above boundary conditions. 
We are interested in studying the convergence of functions of A, 
as n + co. We suppose A is defined on 52 in a manner as above, with 
a,(., a> q d t f a ua ra ic orm on B C H,(Q) satisfying hypothesis (i) and (ii). 
In place of metrical convergence of Q, to L? we will require that 
meas(Q\QJ --+ 0 and the following important property. 
(II) Q, C 52 and there exist continuous extension maps E,: 
B, + B of uniformly bounded norm, that is, E,u jRn = u 
and II -Ku llB < M II u IIB, with M independent of n. 
Furthermore, if Sz is unbounded then L? - Qn, is contained 
in a bounded set independent of n. 
If Sz, Q Q then interesting new phenomena can occur. Beale [2] gives 
some examples involving the Neumann problem. We must also insist 
on some mild regularity for Q. 
(III) aQ is compact and Rellich’s theorem holds in Q. That is, 
if {Us} C H,(Q) with j/ U, IjH,(~) < M then for any bounded 
subset fl C Sz there is a subsequence u,~ convergent inL2(p). 
A general sufficient condition for (III) is that Q have the restricted cone 
property. Our last assumption involves the boundary conditions as 
well as the regions. 
(IV) If u E B, 3uj ---t u in B such that uj jRj E Bi . 
In the case of Neumann boundary conditions Sz, C D implies that 
B/,$Bj so (IV) . is automatic. For Dirichlet conditions metrical 
convergence of Q, to J2 implies (IV) .The main result is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the regions Q, , D and self-adjoint extensions A, , 
A of the Laplacian satisfy II, III, and IV above and suppose that F is a 
bounded Bore1 function on the negative real axis which is continuous on 
a neighborhood of a(A). If meas(L?\QJ -+ 0 then F(A,) P,u -+ F(A)u in 
Iq2)for all u E L2(sz). 
Proof. We must show that (1 - A,)-lP,u --+ (1 - A)-lu in L2(Q) 
for all u E L2(sZ). The reasoning of Theorem 1.2 can then be applied. 
If v, = (1 - A,)-lP,u then v, E B, and 
II vu, 112, = II 0, Ilfvn,) - %2n(% 9 4 = (Pn% zmh2J < c. 
Thus w, = Env, is a bounded sequence in B. 
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We first verify that w, converges to (1 - A)-lu weakly in B. Let w 
be a weak limit point of (zuJ. Relabeling if necessary we suppose 
w, -\ w. For 4 E B choose 4, -+ 4, q5, IQ, E B, . Thus 
un(w, 4) = lim an(zn, ,#J,) = lim 
1 
a,%(~ n , +n In,) + j,-, 
n 
aij Diwn DA\. 
Now q,(vn > 4, In,) = (vn - Pnu, j&2ta,) and this converges to 
(w, +)L2(o) - (u, +)L2(n) . On the other hand 
which converges to zero since meas(Q\QJ -+ 0. It follows that 
a,(~, 6) = (w, $)L2(n) - (u, I$)~~(~) for all 9) E B so w = (1 - fl-iu. 
If Q is bounded, Rellich’s theorem implies that w, -+ w in L’(Q). 
What we need is v, -+ w, but 
II vn - wn l/&2) = s I WV2 I2 ax R--R, 
which completes the proof for bounded S. 
If 1;2 is unbounded we must do some additional work. It suffices to 
consider u E C,m(Q) as this is a dense subset of L2(52). Since (III) holds 
we may choose p > 0 so that a, contains r = (x: ( x \ > p/2} for all 
n and supp u C EP\r. Then (1 - d)w, = 0 on r and w, -+ w 
weakly in L2(r). F rom the interior estimates of elliptic theory, it 
follows that on compact subsets of Y, w, converges to w uniformly 
with all its derivatives. 
To apply Rellich’s theorem in Q to conclude that w, -+ w in L2(1;2) 
what is needed is that for any E > 0. There is an R > p with 
(/ w, IILz(,rl,R) < E for all n. This can be proven using the funda_mental 
solution, G(x), of the operator 1 - 4. G(x) is defined by GJ? = 
(2n)-+(l j- j t I”)-’ so that (1 - d)G = 6. Furthermore x=G = 
(-i)‘“lD,=(l + 1 [ I’)-’ is integrable if ] 01 1 > m - 2, so 
xaG = C, 
i 
eis.t Dcdi(l + / E I”)-’ dt. 
In addition the contour of integration can be shifted to E + iu(x/j x 1) 
for any a E [0, 1). In this way we can show that as 1 x 1 -+ co G = 
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O(e-aIrl) for all a E [0, 1). S imilarly we can show that 1 VG j = 
O(e-aizl) for a E [0, 1). The desired smallness of w, for large x follows 
from the representation 
w,(X) = j; y,= [Q) $ (X - Y) - G(X - Y> 2 (k.)] dY. L) 
The proof is completed as for bounded domains by showing that 
II w, llL%2\.q - 0. I 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A, = {X E Iw”: r < 1 x 1 < 2r},B, = (3: 1 x 1 <r>. 
If u E W,(A,), we extend u to ep E H,(A, u B,) by setting e,u to be the 
unique harmonic function v inside B, which agrees with u on aB, . 
Note that u Ias, E HJaB,). We claim )I e, I/ is bounded independent of r, 
0 -c Y < 1, if m 2 2. 
This one deduces by scaling the following two inequalities. 
II 93 h,) < c II u /&Al) + c II vu /lhJ 9 (3.2) 
II vv IIt%,) < C’ II vu llh4J 9 if m > 2. (3.3) 
In fact the first scales to 11 v 11:~~) < C I/ u /):2(A,~ + Cr2 11 Vu /):Q,) 
and the second scales to jl Vv /1:2o~ < C’ 11 Vu jlE~(~,) . 
The first inequality, (3.2), is an immediate consequence of the 
trace theorem and standard elliptic theory, which also provide the 
inequality I/ Vv /I:Q,,) < C 11 u j/i,(a,) . If (3.3) were false, there would 
exist U, E H,(A,) such that )/ Vu, 1/,d2(a,) < l/n and Ij Vv, ljL~(B,) 3 1. 
Taking an = l/v01 A, JAI U, , we can show that I/ U, - an l/H,(a!) < c/n 
where c is independent of n. The extension of u, - a, is given by 
21, - a, . Now II Vv, IILw,, = II V(v, - 41m1) < II vn - a, IIH~LQJ < 
c II un - “n IIH1(AJ < (CC/n), a contradiction. 
Suppose now that Q is a region and xi ,..., x, are points in S with 
dist(x, , Z2) > 2r, and / xi - xj 1 2 4r, if i f j. Let Q, = 
Q\{x: 1 x - xi 1 < r, for some i}. Then II is satisfied. Hypothesis IV 
is not generally valid, except for the Neumann problem. 
Thus we see that for the Neumann problem where Q, consists of 
.f2 with n well spaced balls removed the obstacles disappear in the 
limit provided that the total volume nymrn --) 0. In the next section we 
will see that for general boundary value problems the obstacles fade 
away if nrz-2 ---f 0, with no condition on spacing. If nvnrn --j 0 but 
n,z-2 does not go to zero, the Dirichlet problem behaves much 
differently from the Neumann problem, as we will see in the next 
section and in Section 6. 
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EXAMPLE 2 (fireman’s pole). LetQ={(x,y,z)ER3:X2+y2<1, 
1x1 < 1}andletKbethezaxis,K,={x,y,z)~~:~2+y2~l/n}, 
Q, = SZ\K, . This is the fireman’s pole problem in a cylinder. By 
considering diffeomorphic images, more general fireman’s pole 
problems can be handled. We now show that (II), (IV) are satisfied. 
As in the previous example we can define an extension operator e,: 
H,(QJ -+ a,(Q) by setting e,u = u in K, where dv = 0 on int(K,), 
u = u on the lateral boundary of K, and (&j&z) = 0 if 1 x j = 1. 
The Neumann condition on v is taken in the generalized sense of 
quadratic forms. A scaling argument as in Example 1 shows that /I e, 11 
is bounded independent of Y, so (II) is satisfied. Furthermore, Q has 
the restricted cone property so (III) is satisfied. 
We want to verify that hypothesis IV is satisfied under very mild 
additional conditions on the boundary value problems specifying the 
spaces B, , B. What we assume is the following. 
(iii) Let u E B. If 4 E Cam, then (by E B. Furthermore, if u 
vanishes in a neighborhood of K, , then u E B, . 
Let B,* be the set of u E B such that there is a sequence {z+} C B 
with ui -+ u in B and ui lRj C Bj . We must show that B = B. Now B 
is a closed subspace of B so it suffices to show that any element 
w E B_,(Q) = Hi(Q)’ which annihilates B must annihilate B. By (iii) 
any member of C,,m(G?\K) is in B, for n large so B 3 Com(Q\K) so we 
must have supp w C BSZ u K. Since cap K = 0 it follows that 
supp w C Z2 and a second application of (iii) shows that w annihilates 
all element u of B which vanish in a neighborhood of the end points of 
K. If the set of all such u is called i? we must show that i? is weakly 
(and therefore strongly) dense in B. 
Define smooth functions & to be 0 for x within 112~ of these end 
points, 1 for x a distance greater than l/v from the end points, such 
that SUP I 5Ly I < I and sup 1 V#, ( < Cv. Given u E B, let U, = #“u. 
Then U, E 8 and U, 4 u inL2(Q). If we show that 1) U, /IH1tO) is uniformly 
bounded, it will follow that u, -+ u weakly in B. Now 
and every term but the last is clearly uniformly bounded. To bound 
the last term, use the following inequality. 
s I u I2 < c II 24 ll$,(RV2 if 24 E H1(R3), O<r<l. lXl<V (3.4) 
This, in turn, is an immediate consequence of the inequality 
I/ j x I-% llLz(w3) < 2 /I Vu /IL2(R3) which is proven in Courant-Hilbert 
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[4, p. 446-447]. Note that this argument would fail if we tried to apply 
it directly to cutoff functions I& vanishing in a neighborhood of K. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let !G? be the square {(x, y): 0 < x < n=, 0 < y < rr> 
and let Q, = {(x, y): either 0 < x < (213)~~ and 0 < y < r/n. or 
rr((2/3) + w)) c x < 7r, or 27-r/n < y < 7-r>, for n > 4. If d, d, are 
the Laplacians in these regions with Neumann boundary conditions, 
then every eigenvalue of d is an integer, while -(3j2)2 is an eigenvalue 
of d, for all n > 4. Thus we do not have convergence of (h - A,)-l 
to (X - 0)-l. In this example, hypothesis (II) does not hold. 
4. DOMAINS WITH MANY TINY OBSTACLES 
In this section we look at the Laplacian on regions Qn, = .Q - K, 
where each K, is a union of a large number of separate bodies, each 
of which is small; e.g., K7& could consist of n spheres of radius r, . 
We look for conditions where the K, disappear in the limit, given 
Dirichlet or other boundary conditions on aQ, . In the case of 
Dirichlet boundary conditions on aQ, , we find conditions under 
which the “clouds” K, seem to become solid. 
DEFINITION. A sequence of closed (in VP) sets K, C 52 is said to be 
fading if 
pLn E &Y&J, II pn lk, < M => CL% - 0 weakly. 
One test that yields fading sequences of sets is given by the following. 
LEMMA. Suppose there exists 4, E Hl(Rm) such that 
(1) 4, = 1 on a neighborhood of K, , and 
(2) II AL IIH, --tOasn-+ co. 
Then (K,) is fading. 
Proof. IftLn E Q’(K), II A IHe, < M 4 E GmGQm), then I&, +>I = 
lb , &#>I < C II ,G IIH, II tin IIH-, - 0. Hence pn - 0 weakly. I 
With the help of this lemma, we can give a precise characterization 
of fading sequences of compact sets. Let cap(A) denote the capacity 
of the set A. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let K, C K be compact sets. Then {K,} is fading 
;f and only if cap(K,) - 0 as n + CO. 
Proof. First, suppose cap(K,) -+ 0. Let K,’ be compact neigh- 
borhoods of K, with cap(K,‘) -+ 0. Let u, be the equilibrium measure 
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of K,‘; vs is a positive measure supported by K,’ with potential 
U,(x) = A-b, , < 1, U, = 1 at the regular points of K,‘, (in partic- 
ular on interior K,‘), and J dv, = cap(K,‘). Note that U E Lfoc and 
(AU?% > U,) = J U,(x) dv,(x) = cap(K,‘) so U, E H&, . Also 
for bounded sets s, 
.L u,(x) dx = Js J dv,( r)/l x - Y I dx G (cap K,‘)(sup, JS d4l x - Y I), 
so U, -+ 0 in L&,; hence U, --+ 0 in H&JVP). Thus if we fix 
4 E COm(Rm), with + = 1 on a neighborhood of K, we can take 
A = +ur&, and the previous lemma shows that {K,} is fading. 
On the other hand, if cap(K,) > 01 > 0 and if v, is the equilibrium 
measure of K, , the previous calculation shows that v, E H-, and 
I/ V~ lIHwl < M. But since each v, is a positive measure of mass at 
least 01, these measures do not go weakly to 0. 1 
EXAMPLE. Let K, consist of n balls in Q C R3, of radius r, . 
The capacity of one such ball is r, , so by the subadditivity of capacity 
cap(K,) < nr, . It follows that (K,) is fading if nr, -+ 0. 
More generally, if K, consists of n balls in Q C [Wm, of radius r, , we 
see that (K,} is fading if nr:-” 3 0, for m >, 3. In case m = 2, put Q 
inside a disc B, of radius R, R > diam S. Let A-l be the Green’s 
operator of this disc with Dirichlet conditions on 1 x j = R, and 
define capacity as before. Then the capacity of a disc of radius r, 
concentric with B, , is exactly 2x// log r/R I, and for any disc of 
radius r in Q, this is close to its capacity. Thus in the two dimensional 
case, {K,) is fading provided n/l log r, 1 -+ 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider A,, the Laplacian on Sz, = fJ\K, . We 
pose either Dirichlet boundary conditions, or general coercive boundary 
conditions as described in Section 3. In the latter case we assume Sz and Sz, 
satisfy hypotheses II and III. If {Kn} is fading, then the conclusions of 
Theorem 1.2 hold. 
Proof. As usual it suffices to establish the analog of Lemma 1 .l. 
We verify this for the case of the Dirichlet problem since this illustrates 
the only new idea. The proof of Lemma 1.1 is followed verbatim 
except where it is shown that (1 - 0)w = u in 0. Instead we reason 
that in Q, (1 - A) v~, = P+ + plzjS where pCLnj E &‘(K,j) and 
/I pn, IIHT1(nm) < C, since the K, are fading it follows that pmj + 0 
so passing to the limit we have (1 - A)w = u in Sz. 1 
The same proof yields removable singularities theorem for harmonic 
functions. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Suppose K, C KC 9 with K compact and cap(K,) --f 0. 
If fn E H,(Q) is a sequence of functions harmonic on Q\K, with Ij f, IIH,(n~ 
untformly bounded and ;ffn + f is Z(SZ\K) then f has a unique harmonic 
extension to Q. 
A similar result is true if we replace the bound on the Hi norm of 
f, bsup.a/f,/ GM; a simple proof uses the maximum principle. 
We now consider the opposite case. Let K, be a sequence of compact 
subsets of Q,, , an open subset of Q. The smallest eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian on Q,\K, with Dirichlet conditions on ZIK, and Neumann 
conditions on B,, is denoted ol, . Then 
a! 12 = inf SW, 1 vu I2 
s QoKt 23 
where the infimum is over all u E H,(QO\K,) which vanish on aK, in 
the usual generalized sense. 
DEFINITION. K, becomes solid in 0, if 01, + 00. 
The reason for this name is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A, denote the Laplacian on k?\K, and A the 
Laplacian on sZ\aO both with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Suppose 
that sZ\Q, satisfies assumption I of Section 1 and that F is a bounded 
Bore1 function on the negative real axis which is continuous on a neigh- 
borhood of a(A). If {K,} becomes solid in Q,, then F(A,) P,u + F(A)u 
in L2(Rm) for all u E L*(Q\QJ. 
Proof. Again, the goal is to obtain an analog of Lemma 1.1. 
The proof of that lemma must only be modified where w is identified. 
We must show (1) w E &i(Q\Q,,) and (2) (I - A)w = u on Q\Q,, . Of 
these (2) presents no difficulties; it is (1) which makes use of the 
assumption that {Kn} b ecomes solid. We have 11 V, jIk,(SZ,Kn) < M so 
< lim inf r 
s 
M 
( Vv, I2 < lim -- = 0. 
% %\K, %z 
Thus w must vanish on Q,, so using (I) we have w E ir,(Q\Q,,). m 
EXAMPLE. Suppose K, consists of n balls of radius r, , evenly 
spaced inside a region Q, C R3. We claim that K, becomes solid if 
nr, ---t co. Contrast this with the fact that (K,) is fading if nr, -+ 0. 
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To verify this claim, cover Sz, with balls of radius fn , with centers 
at the center of the little balls making up K, . Take pn3 = cons& 
so that no point of Q,, is covered more than a fixed number of times, 
independent of n. The claim made above is then an easy consequence 
of the following. 
ASSERTION. If 6’ = {x E [w3: r, < ( x / < p,}, then 
for any smooth u which vanishes on {x: 1 x 1 = m>. (Assume r, < l/2pn .) 
Since the minimum of the above quotient occurs at a function u 
which is rotationally symmetric one can show that the above assertion 
is equivalent to the assertion that for r < 1/2p, 
[f. ) u’(t)12 t2 dt 
.k I WI2 t2 dt 
>C’ 
P3 
for any smooth u on [Y, p] with u(r) = 0. The problem of estimating 
this quotient can be translated into a problem involving Bessel 
functions. Fortunately, however, the estimate we want to obtain is an 
immediate consequence of the following simple inequality. 
LEMMA 4.5. If + E p[r, p] and 4 > 0, then 
S,” IfW12+W dt 
s”, I fW12 #(t) dt 
2 (j-TovV) dt)-’ (s” ,& dt)-’ 
for all smooth f on [r, p] withf(r) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose JF 1 f (t)i2 4(t) dt = 1. Then there is a t, such that 
If( 3 UP), h w ere we set @ = JE +(t) dt. Hence Ji 1 f ‘(t)j dt >, 
1 i(G)‘/“. Applying Cauchy’s inequality, we get 
[SF If’(t)1 dt12 “@) ‘f’(t)12 dt aS”+(t)) ’ @ sp (l;+(t)) dt . I T T 
The previous example can be generalized to higher dimensions. 
Thus if K, consists of n evenly spaced balls of radius r, in a region Q, 
in W, we see that K, becomes solid if nrEp2 -+ co, provided m >, 3. 
In case m = 2, the above analysis shows that K, becomes solid if 
n/l log Y, 1 + co. 
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We end this section with a treatment of a slightly more delicate 
problem. Here we will suppose 52 is a bounded region in R3, S a smooth 
compact surface, S C Q, and we shall take K, to consist of n balls, of 
radius r, , which centers evenly spaced on S. We know that, if 
nr, --+ 0, then K, fades; now we shall see that if nr, -+ co, K tends to 
“solidify” to the surface S. We consider only the Dirichlet problem. 
Let A, be the Laplacian on Q - K, , and let A be the Laplacian 
on Q\S, each with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and let P,: 
L2(Q) -+L2(sZ\K,) be the usual restriction map. In addition, suppose 
that r;;! satisfies assumption (I) of Section 1. Suppose nr, -+ co. 
THEOREM 4.6. If F is a bounded Bore1 functions dejned on the 
negative real axis and continuous on a neighborhood of o(A), then 
F(d,) P,u +F(d)u Zn L2(Q) for all u EL2(12). 
Proof. As usual it is the analog of Lemma 1.1 which must be 
established. The proof that w E RI(Q), (1 - A)w = u in Q\S goes 
exactly as before. What remains to be shown is that w E &i(Q\S), 
that is, that w Is = 0. 
If K, consists of n balls B,,j with center at r,,j E S, j = l,..., n, let 
F$;H be the circular cylinder with center at k,,i , axis normal to S, 
radius pn, and height H. We suppose that pm2 = cons+, so that 
lJj”=, rg$ covers the set S, = {x E Q: dist(x, S) < H/4}, at least 
for H small, but covers no point in Q more then a fixed number of 
times, independent of n. We will establish the following inequality, 
where IJ = r*nF - B n,Ll : n,j- 
for all smooth u on 0, vanishing on 8B,,j (assuming pn << H). Granted 
(4. I), we see that the limit function w satisfies the inequality 
s 1 w I2 dx < C’H2. SH 
Since the volume of S, is roughly proportional to H, the fact that 
w E I?r(Q\S) is an immediate consequence of this inequality and the 
trace theorem. 
It remains only to establish (4.1). To do this we will replace Vu by 
Xu, where X is a properly chosen vector field of unit length on 0. 
We will then reduce (4.1) to an estimate along the integral curves 
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of X, where we can apply Lemma 4.5. The problem is to choose X 
so that the same estimate is obtained along each such integral curve. 
We choose the vector field X to be approximately normal to the level 
surfaces of what one would guess to be the eigenfunction for which 
the left hand side of (4.1) assumes its minimum. To do that, we suppose 
a coordinate system is given so that 
8 = {(x, y, z) E w: x2 + y2 < p,2, 1 x 1 < (l/2) H, x2 + y2 + 22 2 r2). 





and x2 + y2 + z2 > rm2 . 
I 
We define X to be the radial derivative ajar on 9’” and (sign z) a/& 
on B\V. Thus the integral curves of X are broken lines, best 
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Along each integral curve of X, the quantity we have to estimate 
from below is 
(4.2) 
where 
and HI w H, C M 1, U/2)& GP <P?L* Here 4(t) is so chosen that 
if we parametrize the integral curves of X by points (x, y) in the disc of 
radius pn (the end points of the integral curves) and then parametrize 
points in 0 by (x, y) and arc length along an integral curve, then 
(l/pn2) 4(t) dx dy dt is an element of volume in 0, comparable to 
Lebesgue measure. 
If (4.2) can be estimated from below (for p < HI and r, < p) by 
C/H(H + (p2/rn)) then th ese estimates can be put together to yield 
(4.1). However, this estimate follows from Lemma 4.5. Our proof is 
complete. 1 
This result stands in striking contrast to the result obtained for the 
Neumann problem. In fact if K, consists of n balls B,,j with centers 
4 n,i E S and radius r, < $ minjgk dist(t,,j , cn,J, the balls are well 
spaced and vol(K,) + 0 as n + co. Hence by the results of Section 3 
the obstacles K, tend to have negligible effect for the Neumann 
problem, even though they might solidify for the Dirichlet problem, 
if evenly spaced. 
5. SCATTERING THEORY 
In this section we study scattering by obstacles which fade or 
become solid. Similar methods could be applied to converging 
domains as in Section 1, in fact to any sequence of obstacles contained 
in a fixed compact set for which Theorem 1.2 is valid. Let Q = Rm\O 
and Q, = sZ\K, when 0 and K, are closed and contained in a fixed 
compact set. Let U,l be the unitary groups in &(Q,) which yields the 
solution to the wave equations with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
We treat two problems simultaneously. From now on, m > 1. 
(1) K, is fading. In this case U” is the group associated with 
the wave equation in Q with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
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For this problem we could also treat more general coercive 
boundary conditions. 
(2) K, becomes solid in 9, . Here U1 is the group on &‘(Q\a,) 
with Dirichlet condition on a(Q\Q,,). We assume that Q\!&, 
satisfies (I). 
We are interested in similarities of behavior in Cjmt and Ut as 
t -+ f CO. Let Vt be the solution operator to the free-space wave 
equation. Lax and Phillips [9, lo] h ave shown that there exist isometric 
operators, called wave operators, IV*: 8(Rm) -+ &(Q) such that 
II utw*+ - vt+ I/8@w + 0 as t + f co for each 4 E &(Rm). Similarly 
wave operators IV,*: 8(Rm) -+ &(QJ are defined. Using local energy 
decay of solutions Ut$, Lax and Phillips further show that IV,* is 
surjective, hence unitary. Thus we have 
for each # E 8(Q). Using this, one easily derives the following useful 
refinement of energy decay. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any E > 0, 4 E 8(Q), there is a cone / x / < t - To 
in (t, x) space and a T such that 
Proof. By (5.1), it is sufficient to remark that the lemma is valid 
for the free space solution operator V. 1 
We can now state and prove our first result. 
THEOREM 5.2. If C# E &T(Q) and C$ E B(L?,) for all large n, then 
The convergence is uniform in t. 
Proof. Using the ideas of Theorem 1.3, one can deduce uniform 
convergence on compact time intervals. What is new here is the 
uniformity for all t. We consider the case t > 0. It suffices to prove 
that for any E > 0 there is a T > 0, and n, such that 
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Given E > 0, choose r > 0 and T so that the obstacles 0 and K, are 
all contained in the ball B = {x: 1 x 1 < r>, and 
II ut+ Il%(1z:Irl<7+(t--T))) < E for t > T. 
Choose n, so that, for n > n, , 11 UT+ - U,=+ jl>(Rm) < E; in particular 
the energy norm over [w” - B is less than E. 
Using finite signal speed and the fact that W - B is free of 
obstacles, we see that for t > T the values of Um6d and 774 in the 
region I x ) > r + (t - T) are determined by their values at time T 
in W - B. Therefore, /j U,$S - .?I?+ /j>(~zl>r+(t-T)) < E for t > T 
and n > n, . The proof is completed by showing that 
/I &$ $‘(lrl<v+(t-T)) < E + 2 11 4 IhW”) ,“’ 
for the same values oft, n, since this implies that 
II K% - f@ Irem-, < 56 + 4 II 4 Ilsm”) l 2 for t 3 T, n > n, . 
Now 
= 11 &t+ hd<r+(t-T)) + 11 &at+ hd>r+(t-T)) 
3 11 u& hsi<r+(t-T,, + 11 ut+ hrt>r+(t-T)) - 2 Ii+ hOam) E1’2 
Here we have used the inequalities 
II a II2 - II b II2 < (II a II + II b II) II a - b II 
and 
II a - b II2 d 2 II a II2 + 2 /I 6 l12. 
The fact that 11 U6+ II&am) = II+ II&am, completes the proof. 1 
Next we prove convergence of the wave operators W,* and scattering 
operators S, = (W,+)-lW,- for the groups Um6. Though this result 
also deals with behavior of Un6 for t large, notice that it is somewhat 
different from the point of view of Theorem 5.2. Here we are given 
a free solution VW for @ E 8(&P) and seek for instance, Y,, = W,+@ 
with Vt@ - Un6!Pn for t -+ + co. Theorem 5.2 does not directly give 
information about the convergence of W,* to W*, but the proofs are 
similar in spirit. S = ( W+)-1 W- is the scattering operator for Uf. 
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THEOREM 5.3. For any 4 E cY(R?) we have, as n -+ CO, 
II w?L*+ - w*$, Ilem+Y - 0 
and 
Proof. We treat W+ first; W- follows similarly. Suppose the 
obstacles 0, K, are contained in the ball, B,(O), of radius r and center 0. 
The proof is easier if m is odd, for then we can appeal to Huyghens’ 
principle. In this case, fix 4 E Cam(LW) and use the formula W,++ = 
liq,, U;l”V$. Pick T > 0 so large that VT+ is outgoing and has 
support disjoint from &JO). Thus UitVtV+ = Vr+ for all t > 0, 
so w,++ = u;=v=#J -+ u-v=+ = w++. 
If m is even, Huyghens’ principle fails, and we must modify our 
argument. 
Given 4 E c?(W) and E > 0, choose T > 0 so that 
Smoothly cut off Vr+ to produce $ so that + = VT+ outside B,(O) 
and /I + 1/i(8,(0)) < CE. By finite speed we have U,y = Vt# = V+=+ 
for 1 x / > r + (t - T) and also II U,V Ilkam) = II $ llh~) < 
II d llh~) + ~6. Thus since II vt# ll~(Iz~>7+t) > II 4 I/&W) - E we have 
II unv ll2$hM+t) < C’E for all n and t 3 0. Therefore 
II u:+=u-=* - vt+=+ I/&p) < CE 
for all n and t 3 0 since the two terms agree for I x I > r + t and have 
energy e)(e) in I x I < r + t. It follows that /I W,++ - U;‘I/J Ili(lwm) < CE 
and similarly 11 W++ - U-‘z,b &a+ < CE. But, since U;E~I,~ --+ U-T~ as 
n ---f 00, we are done. 
Finally, we prove that S, converges strongly to S. The operator W,- 
is a unitary map of &‘(LW) into b(sZ,). It follows that (7, Wn-~)8(n,) = 
((W,-)-lq, #)rcW, for all 1,4 E 6’(Rm), q E L?(QJ. Thus if 4, Z+!J E &(lW) 
we have 
This shows that S, converges weakly to S however a weakly conver- 
gent sequence of isometries is strongly convergent. m 
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We can also prove convergence of the scattering matrices, in the 
strong operator topology, and the transmission coefficients. Details 
are omitted. 
6. A DIFFUSION THEORY APPROACH 
In this section we deduce the convergence properties of functions 
of operators A, like those studied before from the convergence of the 
solution operators e ldm to the heat equations. Two powerful tools 
available in the study of the heat equation are the Wiener integral 
representation of the solution, and the probabilistic approach to 
potential theory. We use these to obtain a refinement of some of the 
results of Section 4. We begin with some functional analysis. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let A,, A be positive (perhaps unbounded) 
self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H. Suppose eetAn -P e-tA 
strongly for some t > 0. If F is any bounded Bore1 function on the 
positive real axis which is continuous in a neighborhood of o(A) then 
F(A,) --+ F(A) strongly. 
Proof. The proof of this result is virtually identical to the proof 
of Theorem 1.2 with e&” taking the place of (1 - x)-l. 1 
To take one example of semigroups which arise as above, let 
Q;2, = 1;2\K, where Sz is an open region in 5P, K, a compact subset, 
and let A, be the Laplacian on G!, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Then etdn is a semigroup of positive operators, but for each n it is only 
defined in a subspace L2(G\K,) of L2(D). However, we can get a 
semigroup to which we can apply the above lemma by a trick. 
If P,: L2(sZ) -+ L2(!S\K,) is the restriction map, then let Qnt = 
etAnPn + (1 - P,). Now Qnt is a strongly continuous semigroup 
of positive operators on L2(sZ), with Qnt --t I strongly as t -+ 0. 
If meas + 0 as n + cc and if etA*P, + etA strongly as n + co, 
then 1 - P, -+ 0 strongly, so Qnt converges strongly to etA. 
Let us recall a couple of facts about etAn. It is given by a kernel 
P,(x, Y, 9; e tA*u(x) = [a p,(x, y, t) u(y) dy. If we extend p,(x, y, t) 
to 1;2 x Sz x R+ by set&g it equal to 0 if x or y belongs to K, , then 
p,(x, y, t) is the kernel of etA*Pn on L2(!S). Furthermore, we have the 
domination 
wherep,(x, y, t) = ( l/(2mt)“12) e-+--y)‘/2t is the free space fundamental 
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solution of the heat equation. From this, the following is a simple 
consequence of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. SuPPose P,(x, y, t) -p(x, y, t) ae. on Sz x Sz, 
for some t > 0. Then e tAnPn - etA strongly on L2(sZ). 
We shall make use of the representation of the kernel p(x, y, t) 
of etA, where d is the Laplacian on an open set 9 with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, as a Wiener integral. The formula is 
Here E,{* / w(t) = y> is th e conditional Wiener integral over the set 
of Brownian paths on [0, t] with endpoints at x and y, and Z&*, t) is 
a function defined on the set of Brownian paths by 
(1 if zu(,)ESZ 
‘-Q(~’ ‘) = 10 otherwise. 
for 0<7<t, 
To see these tools in action, we now study the kernels for etAn where 
A, is given by Dirichlet boundary condition on ?)(I2 - K,), and {K,) 
is a fading sequence of sets. By Proposition 6.1, this reestablishes part 
of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let Q, = Q\K, be regions in W, and let A, be 
deJined by Dirichlet boundary conditions on aQn, . If cap(K,) -+ 0 as 
n -+ co, then etA*Pn - etA strongly. 
Proof. To compare the kernels p,(x, y, t) and p(x, y, t) of these 
operators, we use their Wiener integral representations. Thus 
P&T Y, t) = -F@d\K,(W~ t> I 4) = Y> P,(x, Y, t), 
P(x, y, t) = &&(W, t) I w(t) = Y> P&G Y, t). 
Taking the difference and applying Cauchy’s inequality, 
I P&G YT 4 - PC% YY 41 
= %&2(w, t>(l - &P\K,(W, t)) I w(t) = Y> P&9 Y? t> 
e [&{&z(w, t) I w(t) = Yl11’2[%{(1 - &P\K,(W, t)> I 44 = Y>l”“P& Y, t) 
= p(x, y, tp2 P,(% y, t>“‘b%{(1 - GP\K,(W, t>> I w(t) = YII”“. 
Hence, 
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where A,(x, y, t) is the probability that a Brownian path on [0, t] with 
end points at x and y hits the set K, . 
Let T,(w) = infit > 0: w(t) E K,} define a function on path space. 
Since p,(x, y, t) is the probability density for a particle starting at x 
to reach y at time t, we have J&(x, y, t) p,(x, y, t) dy = P,J T, < t] < 
P,[T, < co] where P,[T, < t] is the probability that a Brownian 
path starting at x hits K, within the interval (0, t], if 0 < t < co. 
We now use a connection between Brownian motion and potential 
theory. Recall that if cap(K,) > 0 then there is a positive measure 
pn supported by K, , of greatest possible total mass, whose potential 
U,(X) = J dp,( y)/l x - y lrnez < 1, and then cap(K,) = J dp, . The 
connection with probability theory is the following formula (see [7]). 
U&) = P,CTn < al (if m > 3). (6-l) 
Given this, the rest is easy. If S is any bounded measurable subset 
of Q, 
IS I P(X, Y, t) - P&G Y> t)12 dr dx s 
< (27rt)-mi2 js U,(x) dx 
= (27rt)-“I2 j (j , xy’ybv2 ) dx 
s 




01s = sup < 00. 
ECP s I x -Y P2 
If cap(K,J + 0, we deduce that, for each fixed t, any subsequence 
of p,(x, y, t) has a further subsequence which converges a.e. on Sz x 52 
to p(x, y, t). Proposition 6.2 now completes the proof, for the case 
m > 3. If m = 2, formula (6.1) breaks down, but the theorem here can 
be deduced from the three dimensional case by Hadamard’s method 
of descent. I 
The next problem we shall consider deals with sets K, C W 
consisting of lots of small balls, in a situation intermediate between 
the two extremes considered in Section 4. Thus K, will consist of n 
balls, of radius r, , and we shall suppose that nr, = 01 is kept constant 
as n--t co. 
Kac showed in [6] that if balls are placed randomly in a bounded 
region Q C W in this fashion, with a uniform distribution on J2, then 
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the eigenvalues of --d, are shifted up, in the limit, by the quantity 
2n+ol Q, this limit holding in probability on the set of all placements. 
(The measure space is described precisely below.) 
In the situation we now consider, Q is a possibly unbounded region 
in R3, and the centers of the balls are placed in Q according to a given 
probability distribution having continuous density p > O;JQ p(x)& = 1. 
Our space of random obstacles will be X = Q x Q x a**, with 
probability measure the product of the probability measures p(S) = 
JS p(x) dx on each factor Q. If 5 = (E, , 5s ,...) E X, we let A$ be the 
Laplacian on Q\K, with Dirichlet boundary conditions, where 
K, = KE’ consists of n balls of radius Y, = a/n and centers at 
E i ,..., 5, . We let Pt’ be projection ofL*(Q) intoL2(Q\K,). 
THEOREM 6.4. For all u ELM 
j; e td;” p$ _ et(d-Zmdd) u //L2(n) 3 0 
in probability on X. 
Applying Proposition 6.1, in the case of bounded Sz we deduce the 
convergence of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of 02) to those of 
d - 27rolp(x). Clearly the convergence of the eigenfunctions cannot 
be much smoother than the L2 convergence obtained in this manner. 
Proof of theorem. Denote the kernel of e%~‘Pf’ = P,“(f) by 
P&A y, t; 0 Wh a we are to prove is that P,“(t) ---t et(d--2nap(z)) t 
strongly, in probability, as n ---t CO. 
Let 4(x, y, t) denote the kernel of e t(d-2np(r)). Then 4 is given by the 
Feynman-Kac formula 
g(x, y, t) = &.{&(w, t) e-rA2nap(ru(r))dT 1w(t) = y} P&v, Y, t). (6.2) 
We wish to compare this with the formula 
P&T Y, t; 6) = -%P&, t) &~\K,(&J, t) I w(t) = Y) P&, Y, 0. (6.3) 
Thus we want to take a look at ER3,K &zu, t). 
Following Kac, we introduce the “Wiener sausage,” W8(t, , t2) = 
{x E R3: 1 w(t) - x 1 < 6 for some t, t, < t < t2}. It is known 
[6, 11, 121 that in probability on path space 
(v01(~&1 3 w9 --+ 27+2 - 5) as 640. (6.4) 
Now to say that a Brownian path W(T) misses K, for 0 < T < t is 
the same as saying that no point fI ,..., .$, lies in the Wiener sausage 
W,“(OY t)- 
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A point picked at random in Sz has probability jwr,(O,l) p(x) dx of 
belonging to our Wiener sausage. By (6.4) it is reasonable to appro- 
ximate this quantity by 2~r, Ji p(w(~)) d7. Let us give a careful 
estimate of the error. 
What (6.4) says is that for any t, , t, and any subsequence of {r,} 
there is a further subsequence yj , j = n, , n2 ,..., and a set of paths of 
Wiener measure 1 such that 
VOl(w#l 7 Wj> - 274t, - t1) as j--+ co. (6.5) 
By a diagonal argument it follows that such a subsequence and set of 
paths can be chosen so that (6.5) holds for all t, , t, rational and 
therefore for all t, , t, . Let (ri> be such a subsequence, and let W(T) 
be such a path. With these fixed, we break up our time interval [O, t]; 
sayO=t,</,<.*-<t,<t,,,=t. 
Now 2z-r, Jo p(w(~) dr = 277r, C;=, p(w(tz))(tz,l - tz) + 277rjaVPj with 
I %.j I < t supz ~~~~~~~~~~~~ p(w(u)). Similarly 
I i4.j I G (SUP I P I) c I(W JKj(h, h,,) - 257.j(h+, - w277rj)l 
I=1 
By (6.5), the first of these terms tends to 0 as ri -+ 0, and the second is 
dominated by a constant times supr OSC~~~,++~ p(w(~)). Finally, 
with 
= (SUP I P 1)(1/2777d (c vol JKj(h Y &,I) - vol ~T3(O> 4). 
2 
By (6.5), this term tends to 0 as ri --+ 0. 
To continue our argument, the probability that a random obstacle 
Kj does not intersect the Brownian path w on [0, t] is 
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provided rj = 01/j, j = nr , n2 ,... . As we let j -+ 00, the limits 
inf and sup of this lie between 
and 
where 6, = C supl osct,~o~tL+, p(w(u)). Since we can choose the 
partition t, < -*. < t, fine enough so that 6, is as small as desired, 
the limit is exactly 
e-amJ&d~))d~ 
Thus we have 
as n ---f CO, in probability with respect to Wiener measure on path 
space. By (6.2) and (6.3), we deduce that 
I x~n(~, Y, t; 0 d5 - dx, Y, 4, 
and hence that jx P,“(S) d5 -+ et(d--2rap(z)) strongly, for each t 3 0. 
This formula for the mean behavior of the semigroups P,t(.$) as 
n --t CO is enough to establish convergence in probability. In fact, the 
following lemma easily completes the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let A,(e) b e strongly measurable functions whose 
values are self-adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert space H with a 
uniform bound jj A,(f)11 < M. Suppose 
s 45) d5 - A weakly, X 
and 
i 
A,([)2 d< --f A2 weakly. 
X 
Then A,(f) -+ A strongly, in probability. 
Proof. We must show that every subsequence of A,(.$) has a 
further subsequence which converges a.e. to A, strongly. Fix u E H. 
Then 
jx II A&b - Au /I2 dt = jx ((An(t) - A)2~, u) dt
= s K402 - A&3 A -AA,(l) + A2)u, u) dt - 0. X 
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Thus we can pass to a subsequence for which A,(+ + Au on a set 
of measure one. Passing to further subsequences, and using a diagonal 
argument, we have A,(t) u -+ Au a.e. for a countable dense set of 
vectors u, hence for all u because of the uniform bound. 1 
As a final observation we merely describe what happens to the 
Dirichlet problem on D\K, if K, consists of n balls of radius r, = a/n 
placed so that their centers are randomly distributed on a smooth 
surface S C Q C R3, the probability density being p(x) times surface 
measure on S. Then we have etdn -+ et(o-2~~~) in probability, strongly, 
with a similar convergence for other functions of these operators. Here 
p is a measure supported by S, namely p(x) times surface measure. 
Now a little care is needed to define T = A - 2~cup since as a 
multiplication operator on L2(sZ), E.L has only 0 in its range. This 
difficulty can be overcome by defining T with the aid of the closed 
quadratic form b(u, v) = -Jn Vu * Vv - 2~ Js uvp, 9(b) = Bi(Q). 
Theorem 6.3.4 of [8] applies and we can show that if u E D(T) then 
u E H2(L’\S) an d on S u satisfies the “transmission conditions,” 
u+(x) = U-(X) 
2 + g = 2mp(x) u+(x) 
1 
x E s, 
- 
whereu,are the values of u on either side of S and(au+/&+) + (auJav_ 
their normal derivatives. It is interesting that in this case the limiting 
behavior of a sequence of Dirichlet problems is given by a different 
type of boundary value problem. 
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